Introducing Model Ci

Intelligent Personal EV
Delivering Fun & Style to Pedestrian Travel
Personal Mobility
Unlike Any Existing Wheelchair
- Futuristic look defying negative perception stimulates user’s will to actively go out
- Patented design

All Directional 4WD
- Patented All Directional Wheel Technology enables minimal turning radius without sacrificing terrain coverage

Security and Comfort through smartphone app
- GPS based location monitoring
- Remote maintenance data tracking [Map]
Mobility Infrastructure
Pain points what we heard about

(1) labor expense related to recovering all of the chairs at the end of the day, and storing them in a central location. Also Workers comp expense is increasing since staff got back pain.

(2) Wheelchairs are stolen and have to be recovered

(3) Improve service - centralized reservation system is needed whereas today it's cellphones and labor thrown at the problem.
More than 20M customers requested wheelchair assistant in the US in 2016
What we are trying to do is...
Voice an investor

“You guys are amazing!!”

Scott McNealy
Founder and CEO at Sun Microsystems
Scott McNealy
Co-founder and former CEO of Sun Microsystems
Angel investor WHILL
Let’s bring innovation to sidewalk mobility together.